JULY NEWSLETTER

DME

Consuela reporting for you live.... now that is a line which gets your attention.... Better
be careful or I will start sounding like my “Human” friends. They have a line for
everything lately.
Lilian was hurt and had to have bed rest, So we hung around to help her. Of course we
had to go about that in a careful way, as not to freak out the neighbors, us being wild
animals and all.... But I am getting ahead of the story. What happened was that her long
time friend and ex-director came to her rescue to repair some equipment in her old
fashioned studio so she can finally continue producing her show from home, instead of
the TV Station since the new way of doing things is so overwhelming to her. After
almost a year of begging for someone to help her with said task she was so glad to see
her old friend and he gave her the biggest hug she had in years. They heard a POP and
both had the strangest look on their faces. Justin is a professional clown so his face was
priceless and Lilian looked terrified. You should have seen it!
At first they thought they had broken a couple of Lilian's ribs but after a few minutes all
appeared normal. Justin took everything apart in the studio and started to re-build
everything needed for positive outcome from scratch.
They reminisced about the good old days, the trips they made together and the time they
were both Judges for the EBE AWARDS at the UFO CONGRESS. They also
remembered some of the Physicists and Scientists they had intermingled with in their
travels and the conversation got to the recent outbreaks of Volcanoes.

Hawaii volcano: Kilauea’s magnetic field goes in OPPOSITE direction – sending
compasses crazy
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/968476/Hawaii-Volcano-latest-MountKilauea-magnetic-field-compasses.
It actually reversed the magnetic field.
Lilian started to ask questions of people and discovered many suffered from pains which
felt like being torn apart, which she thought were connected to the change in the
magnetic field. No-one could answer her question as to was this condition temporary or
permanent, in which case we had better get used to it and Doctors get familiar with the
pain complaints of their patients, Opioid Crisis or not!

June 28 at 9:35 PM Bali,

Indonesia
Eruption of Bali's Mount Agung volcano sends column of ash and
smoke 8,200 feet into the sky.

THIS is the Magma under Yellowstone
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A volcanic eruption on the Galapagos Islands has raised fears that the ecosystem that
inspired Charles Darwin's theory of evolution may be under threat. Aihttps

WHY are people so excited they don't seem to realize what it means.
Steamboat Geyser, in Yellowstone National Park's Norris Geyser Basin, is the
world's tallest currently-active geyser. During major eruptions, water may be
thrown more than 300 feet into the air.
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/yellowstones-steamboat-geyser-keeps-eruptingscientists-want-to-know-why/
US geologists have been surprised to find a huge magma blob under Massachusetts,
Vermont and New Hampshire

A NEW supervolcano is brewing deep beneath the United States. There are
three key states.
•

Maine has super volcanoes. Wait, Maine has volcanoes? Yes, and their eruptions could
have been among the biggest ever on Earth, geo-scientist Sheila Seaman reported here.
Large Pool Of Molten Rock Was Just found Rising Beneath New England ...
Will magma ever get to the magnitude of Yellowstone?
Glacier Peak is one of the most active of Washington's volcanoes. The volcano
formed during the Pleistocene epoch, about one million years ago, and since
the most recent ice age, it has produced some of largest and most explosive
eruptions in the state. When continental ice sheets retreated from the region,
Glacier Peak began to erupt regularly, erupting explosively five times in the past
3,000 years. It has erupted repeatedly during at least six periods; two of these
eruptions have been among the largest in Washington.

And Adams, St Helen, Rainer, Baker and these Big Boys are right in Lilian's
backyard.
She did say in the predictions The Ring of Fire would explode.......

An Enormous Crack Just Opened Up In Africa, Evidence Africa Is Literally
Splitting In Two

A 12-foot shark was spotted in Pacific CA and Fires are raging everywhere.
What does that have to do with Volcanoes? Absolutely nothing, I was just trying to get
back to my story. That night, about five hours after her “BEAR-HUG” Lilian's ribs felt
OK except all of a sudden her legs had ideas of their own and walking became pretty
impossible. Her hip was very painful and she no choice but to stay in bed.
I don't know what is keeping Mr McKreKor, Coug and the rest of the friends
today. Guess I have no choice but to finish my story myself.
The next day Lilian had to go to KOHLS, she had a financial dispute with her favorite
store and threatened instead of remaining their “ Where is the Beef” old Lady to NEVER

shop at Kohls again. In fact, she called the Corporate Office and gave them a piece of
her mind. Have to be careful telling people what you think these days they think
everything is a threat. BUT she did, end result was they did not care who shops there or
how often. Anyway on her way home her legs gave out again and she coasted her car to
the Clinic, since she was unable to find help to take her to the doctor. X-Rays were
taken, diagnosis was that her ribs were bruised and due to her fragile bone situation her
hip had shifted. Long recovery ahead. BTW, she thanked her friend for the hug and
explained there must be a reason, she let him know what it was when it become
apparent.
I have to stay out of sight since it is now legal, thanks to 45, to shoot bears and
their young for that matter. As big as I am it is hard to hide, especially since
everyone runs around with some recording device and an attempt to make them
believe so a Fata Morgana is out of the question.
Since Justin had cleared the studio of “OUT-DATED-JUNK” he called it, there
was actually room for me to recline and listen to what I thought was an
interesting conversation she had with her friend Debra. A frog was hiding
between a bunch of boxes full of videos used for inserts to the shows and
gestured me not to let anyone know he was there. I am assuming he was a
he....I prefer HE'S... rather deal with males of a species, they are, in my opinion,
less complicated in their thinking.
My friend was talking about what is feels like to have been separated from her
Mother as a small infant. Debra is in her 60's, a Mulatto. Her being of mixed
race in then,a very racist Germany she was separated from her family right after
birth and adopted by an Afro American family from America. Her life was good
to a point, but like Lilian the Trauma of having been taken away from your
mother follows you all your life. There is a yearning and sadness connected
with that which even a newborn remembers and experiences for the rest of their
lives. Debra and Lilian have been friends for many years and have a bond
which is hard to explain, rather than friends they feel like sisters... they jokenly
refer to themselves as being hatched from the same egg. Hatched and
abandoned to fetch for themselves. They never allowed themselves to be
“eaten” by predators and there were many. Like a frog they escaped by jumping
UP, FORWARD and FAR as soon as they sensed unfamiliar territory. Debra
was lucky to have been taken care of by her new family. Lilian on the other hand
was 27 years old with children of her own when she felt the touch of her Mother.
“ Hey, my life was hard too, in case you don't know what frogs go through, it's a
wonder I survived! The life cycle of a frog begins with a fertilized egg. The fertilized
egg develops into a tadpole. The fertilized egg and tadpole stages are found in the

water in the spring. ... As the ; it is transformed via the process of metamorphosis into
an adult frog. Imagine what that was like, every time I thought I knew who, I was I

turned into something else. You were a bear from the beginning and lets not forget
you are big and vicious according to the thinking of these new Humans. They don't
talk about your parental skills, your loyalty, your protective instincts and the
spiritual role you play in some cultures. They hunt you for your fur...”
“ I know, but that is a conversation for another time. We were talking about
children and young creatures removed, by force, from their parents. What a
coincidence for Lilian and Debra comparing themselves to frogs and then you show
up. I thought you needed water to live.”
“I do, this is Washington State and water water everywhere. In fact, have you
heard about the terrible weather everywhere, so many floods all through America?
I thought you were glad to have a new friend since yours are AWOL. I am sorry to
hear what your Human friends ponder about. Humans do horrible things to each
other and us in the animal kingdom. Just think what they do to our kind....dissect
us, torture us, use us for pregnancy tests and blow us up for fun. Only good thing, I
guess, is we die and I have never heard of a frog suffering from PTSD, MPD or
being turned into a Manchurian Candidate.”
“ Ghee you sure speak your mind. I guess you fit right into our circle of friends.
What you say your name was?”
“I didn't.”

Lilian turned on the TV, most of the country is marching in protest today. Protest
the separation of the Immigrant families. I hope the detainees can hear the
protesters on their behalf. They may not understand the language having just
arrived this “GREAT COUNTRY “ but maybe it will give them hope to see how so
many are concerned for their well being.

Hope I did not snore. I either fell asleep or experienced one of Lilian's favorite past time
exercises. An OBE ( out of body experience). I found myself along with my friends
keeping a baby company and trying to ease the loneliness from disturbing the child's
peace.

By DME

Adios...Au Revoir...Arrivederci...Auf Wiedersehen..

PS.
It's that kind of day. Many want to know what may happen to those poor kids we
have "detained" later in life. Dan Bennett and I are living results. We were the
lucky ones. In this show we discuss resulting outcome of TRAUMA in early
childhood ..... regardless of what nationality you are. We are after all people of
the Planet EARTH.....
It was the dedication show for my granddaughter. That part dealt with suicide, it
addressed the people left behind, MPD did NOT apply to her, it was just where
we ended up in the conversation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hv1Y19EtFYs

This is an article Lilian wrote some years back as to what happened to her as a result of
experimentation during her containment on Helgoland in 1953 and 1954. In fact some
of the children victimized back then are in their 70's and 80's and an attempt has been
made to locate survivors and reimburse them for the atrocities inflicted on them.
atrocity Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary
[ C usually plural ] an extremely cruel, violent, or shocking act:
https://psygeria.com/i-hear-hoofs-who-goes-there/

UPDATE of Predictions for 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNrEYNAlh6M

